**INTEX® OWNER’S MANUAL**

Built-in Fast-Fill™ Electric Pump
Model AP620A  220 – 240 V~  50 Hz  90 W

**IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS**

READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT

**WARNING**

- **NEVER PLACE AN INFANT TO SLEEP ON AIR MATTRESSES.**
- Never introduce any flammable substance into the inflatable airbed, SUCH AS AEROSOL TIRE REPAIR PRODUCTS, as it may ignite or explode.
- This is not a toy. Children must not be left unattended when using the airbed.
- Keep the storage bag away from babies and children. The storage bag is not a toy. When not in use, fold the bag and put it away out of the reach of children.
- Do not walk, stand on or jump on or use the airbed as a trampoline.
- Only for domestic use. Only for indoor use. Do not use on or near water. This is not a raft.
- Do not set up bed near stairs, doors, sharp edges or breakable objects. Provide adequate space between bed and objects to avoid entrapment.
- Make sure the area is flat, smooth, even and free of sharp objects that could puncture the bed.
- Keep pets away from the airbed. Pets may puncture the surface of the bed.
- Avoid sleeping on the edge of the airbed. Edges produce less support than the middle of the bed.
- Do not operate air pump for more than 5 minutes at a time. Let pump cool at least 15 minutes between use.
- Unplug electrical power cord when not in use.
- Do not obstruct the air passage opening or insert any objects into the air passage opening.
- If the AC supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
- To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not expose to rain. Store indoors.
- This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.
- Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.

**SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS**
INSTRUCTIONS

General
• No air pump maintenance is required.
• Recommended working pressure: 0.025bar (0.36psi).
• The appliance must be positioned so that the plug is accessible.
• For cleaning use only mild soapy solution. Do not use any chemicals.
• In case of repairs, use only common PVC repair glue and patches.
• Rated maximum weight capacity: 67766 / 64412 / 64422 / 64432 / 64456 / 64462 / 64122 / 64132 / 64444 / 64116 / 64902 / 64146: 136 Kg (300 Lb);

CAUTION

In order to avoid a hazard due to inadvertent resetting of the thermal cut-out this appliance must not be supplied through an external switching device, such as a timer, or connected to a circuit that is regularly switched on and off by the utility.

PARTS REFERENCE

Part Descriptions:
1. AC line cord
2. Switch
3. Inflation mark (        )
4. Deflation mark (        )
5. Air passage & control
   dial valve
6. Control dial
7. Cord compartment cover
8. Airbed

NOTE: Drawings for illustration purpose only. May not reflect actual product. Not to scale. Due to a policy of continuous product improvement, Intex reserves the right to change specifications and appearance, which may result in updates to the instruction manual, without notice.
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INFLATION
1. Open line cord compartment cover. See Fig (1).
2. Plug in the AC line cord into an AC electrical outlet. See Fig (2).

3. Turn the control dial clockwise until arrow points to the inflation mark (        ). See Fig (3).
4. Press "I" to switch ON. See Fig (4).
5. When the airbed is fully inflated to the desired firmness, press "O" to switch OFF. See Fig (5).

6. Lie down on the airbed to test the firmness.
7. If the sleeping surface is too hard, adjust the firmness by turning the control dial counterclockwise gradually until air starts to exit through the air passage. See Fig (6). Turn the control dial fully clockwise when the desired firmness is achieved. See Fig (7). If the airbed becomes too soft repeat step #3 thru #7 as necessary.
8. Disconnect the AC line cord from the wall socket, place it inside the cord compartment and close the cover.

IMPORTANT
Inflate only with a low pressure inflator. Do not over inflate. Fill with cold air only.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Proper inflation of the airbed.
The ambient temperatures of air have an effect on the airbed internal pressure. At low ambient
temperature the air will contract within the airbed and the airbed will feel softer: add air as
necessary. At high ambient temperature the air within the airbed will expand significantly and the
airbed will become hard and may burst: release air to avoid damage to the airbed or to soften the
feel. **Do not** expose the airbed to extreme temperatures (hot or cold).
Air inside of bed may expand and contract with varying temperature leading to reduce pressure
inside of the bed. If this occurs, simply add more air using the pump to achieve desired firmness. If
puncture occurs, please refer to instruction. Repair kit/patch is enclosed.
Stretching is a natural characteristic of new vinyl. During initial use, the airbed may become soft and
require additional inflation to maintain desired firmness. This is normal for the first few days of use.
Dimensions shown are approximate and will vary due to the vinyl temperature and the air
temperature.
**In no event shall Intex, their authorized agents or employees be liable for damages (such
as pin holes) to the airbed caused by negligence, ordinary wear and tear, abuse and
carelessness, or external forces.**

**DEFLATION**
1. Open line cord compartment cover. See Fig (1).
2. Plug in the AC line cord into an AC electrical outlet. See Fig (2).
3. Turn the control dial counterclockwise until arrow points to deflation mark ( 🔽 ). See
   Fig (8).
4. Press "I" to switch ON. See Fig (4).
5. When the airbed is completely deflated, begin rolling the airbed from the foot of the
   airbed towards the head of the airbed where the pump is located. See Fig (9).
6. When all air is removed from the airbed, press "O" to switch OFF. See Fig (5).
7. Turn the control dial fully clockwise. See Fig (10).
8. Disconnect the AC line cord from the wall socket, place it inside the cord
    compartment and close the cover.
INFLATION OPTION
1. If electrical power is not available then a conventional foot or manually operated air pump can be connected to the control dial valve for inflation. See Fig (11).
2. Turn the control dial clockwise until arrow points to the inflation mark (↑). Insert air pump nozzle to the control dial valve to inflate the airbed.

STORAGE
1. Deflate the airbed following the “DEFLATION” instructions.
2. Turn the control dial counterclockwise until arrow points to deflation mark (↓). Make sure the airbed is clean and dry.
3. Lay bed flat with sleeping surface facing upwards and follow the folding steps on Figs (12 - 16). Fold the airbed loosely and avoid sharp bends, corners and creases which can damage the airbed.
4. Turn the control dial fully clockwise. See Fig (10).
5. Place the airbed inside the storage bag and store in a dry, cool storage location.